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POLITICS AND SCIENCE IN RADCLIFFE-BROWN: FROM ANARCHISM TO 
APPLIED ANTHROPOLOGY
It is part of anthropological folklore that A. R. Radcliffe-3rown 
(1881-1955) was kn own as "Anarchy Brown" when a student at Cambridge 
early this century. Meyer Fortes thought the nickname "a friendly 
recognition of the streak of aloofness in him and of his reputation 
for holding somewhat highbrow ideas in matters of art, life and 
literature" (1956: 153)- But there was more to it than the pose of 
a turn of the century aesthete, as Fortes knew, for in his introduction 
to Social Structure, the festschrift presented to R-B, he wrote:
...the original stimulus to take up the study of comparative 
sociology and to pay special attention to the simpler 
societies came from an acquaintance with Kropotkin. This 
famous Russian scholar, whose book on Mutual Aid (1902) had 
come as a salutory corrective to the extravagant application 
of the notion of the "struggle for existence" in social and 
political philosophy, was living in England. (1949: viii)
M. N. Srinivas has also written on this acquaintanceship:
Radcliffe-Brown used to tell friends and colleagues that 
Prince Peter Kropotkin was his neighbour in Birmingham and 
that during his vacations from Cambridge (where he was known 
as "Anarchy Brown") he used to visit the great Anarchist 
philosopher. On these occasions they discussed everything,
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2including Radcliffe-3rown's panaceas for what he regarded 
as the ills of contemporary England. Kropotkin pointed out 
to the young reformer that it was necessary to study and 
understand society before trying to change it and that in 
order to understand such a complex society as Victorian 
England one should begin by making a systematic study of 
a faraway primitive society. xviii-xix)
Krototkin was, of course, very well known in England (and farther 
afield) in the last decade of the 19th and the first decade of the 
20th century. To be acquainted with him would not, in itself, 
point to anarchist opinions, though we might suspect it did if the 
person were nicknamed "Anarchy".
I am not aware that R-B ever published anything on his early
political opinions-- or, indeed, on his politics at any stage of
life. But in trying to make sense of the nickname we are helped by
a long letter he wrote to A. L. Kroeber, probably in 1947 J
Between leaving school and going to the University (a matter 
of more than two years) the most important fact in my life 
was the friendship of Frince Feter Kropotkin, Russian 
aristocrat, scientist and anarchist. Like other young men 
with blood in their veins I wanted to do something to reform
the world---get rid of poverty and war, and so on. So I read
Godwin, Proudhon, Marx and innumerable others. Kropotkin, 
revolutionary, but still a scientist, pointed out how 
important for my attempt to improve society was a scientific 
understanding of it, and the importance in his respect of 
a study of what our friend Elie Reclus had called "Primitive 
Polk."
On his own account, then, young Brown knew and was influenced by 
Kropotkin, whom he saw as both a revolutionary and a scientist.
3Brown was the more open to this influence because of the blood in 
his veins, which led him to read such men as Godwin, Proudhon and 
Marx. Note that Godwin and Proudhon, like Kropotkin, are in the 
line of anarchist thinkers. But though this much seems clear it 
remains to flesh out the opinions, to determine how long they lasted 
an^ what (if anything) took their place, and to consider their 
relation to his views on the application of anthropology. Here 
we are fortunate to be able to begin with the recollections of 
E. L. Grant Watson, a Cambridge graduate in zoology, a man a little 
younger than Brown, who was with him for much of the 1910-12 
expedition to Western Australia.
-  I -
Watson was fascinated by Brown. He wrote about him and their 
adventures in Australia in three autobiographical books, two 
published (But to what End. 1946, and Journey under the Southern 
Stars, 1968) and one left in manuscript at his death (To this End). 
In the earliest of these books, Watson tells us that "Brown, Anarchy 
Brown, as he was then called, for he had been a declared Anarchist, 
had a peculiar reputation", but:
At the time I knew him he had renounced his doctrine of 
Anarchism. Anarchism was an ideal, he said, the freedom of 
the kingdom of Heaven, and not the rule of earth. Socialism, 
that was the best we could hope to achieve, but there were 
dangers; anything that exalted the state above the individual, 
that was evil. (1946: 83, 85)
The unpublished To this End gives a more personal account of
Brown, and adds some interesting details. After noting Brown's
4reticence "when speaking of himself", Watson says that "he did, however, 
tell me when we got to know each other better, about a Russian 
Princess, whom he had met at Cambridge, to whom he had been 
engaged":
Both he and the Princess were avowed anarchists but not of 
the violent, bomb-throwing type, though he had known several 
of these...Anarchy, he said, was an ideal political system, 
and was not to be confounded with Socialism or Communism as 
propounded by Lenin and Trotsky, and founded upon Marxian 
Dialectical Materialism. Anarchy, which widely embraced the 
idea of personal freedom, was the exact opposite... During 
several evenings as we sat looking out over the beaches...
Brown propounded the theory of anarchism, (pp. 90-1)
To the tune of oyster-catchers and sea-eagles crying out above 
their heads, Brown expressed his admiration for China during the 
King Dynasty. A golden age had been created, in which "poets and 
artists formed the aristocracy, and the working classes lived under 
a kindly patriarchal sway." It was an earthly paradise, shown in 
art and literature, which lasted for many generations. Watson 
asked, "But now, why call oneself an anarchist?" Brown replied, "A 
gesture: a natural feeling against the Establishment, which ever 
grew more powerful, leading men further towards Socialismi" (pp.
91-2).
V"
There is a question of compatibility between the manuscript account 
and the one published in 1946, for Brown is now being presented as 
though he were still (in I9IO-H) an anarchist. But anarchy is an 
ideal, perhaps suited only to an elite of poets, artists and 
scholars (in which form it would certainly have been rejected by
5Kropotkin). Also, given that Watson was writing near the end of his 
life, six or seven decades after the event, we would probably be 
justified in reading his manuscript as an essay in which he was 
setting out what he recollected as the gist of converstaions long 
ago. But much of it can be corroborated by what we know about R-B
from other sources-- e.g. his love of China and his friendship with
Russians in England.
It is a pity that no names are dropped. Who was the Russian 
princess? Could she even have been Kropotkin's daughter Sasha, 
about whom R-B talked to Srinivas many years later? As with so much 
in his life that exasperates the would-be biographer, we catch 
tantalizing glimpses but in pursuing them find the trail petering 
out.
At any rate, it it evident that R-B was taking a considerable 
interest in anarchism as late as 1911* It was anarchism of a theoretical
or philosophical-- indeed, elitist---form, so he has moved on from
the turn of the century when, with the blood coursing in his veins, 
he had sought an end to poverty and war. We might even say that it 
was anarchism as gesture.
Raymond Firth had a long friendship with R-B, beginning in the 
late 1920s when he became a lecturer in the Sydney University 
anthropology department. In Firth's judgment:
His anarchism seems to have been a compound of several 
elements: his idealism, his personal acquaintance with Russians 
at Cambridge, and perhaps a deeply hidden romantic feeling 
for heroic danger and for doomed causes. Later, the personal 
reasons which may have helped to crytallize these anarchistic 
views passed away and he renounced this doctrine, arguing
6that socialism and not anarchism was a more realizable aim.
(1956: 296)
But it is important to realize that the socialism which replaced 
anarchism must have been of the most libertarian variety, to judge 
from other passages in Firth’s paper. He speaks of R-B’s individuality, 
his freedom from convention, his attraction to unpopular but 
intellectually defensible causes; once he half-jokingly declared 
himself to be a Zen Buddhist. In a folder containing notes R-B had 
prepared for a debate in Sydney on the authorship of Shakespeare’s 
plays was a slip of paper with the remark in his handwriting: "Those 
twin Goliaths of authority and received opinion have ever been among 
the enemies of human knowledge." It is a remark worthy of Bertrand 
Russell, whom R-B, according to Srinivas, had taken as his 
"philosophical guide". Compare this with Watson's recollection of 
what Brown thought of the Germans: they "would easily make an ideal 
socialist state, their virtue of obedience and their vice of 
authoritarianism fitted them for the task" (1946: 85).
Firth passes over something which is very relevant to understanding 
R-B's politics in Sydney. There he showed himself a keen supporter 
of the League of Nations, being president of the Sydney University 
League of Nations Union. He took the position most seriously, since 
he attended their meetings (over which he presided) regularly and 
he spoke publicly for the cause. I do not know whether a League of 
Nations Union existed in Cape Town when R-3 was there (1921-5), but 
it is interesting that General Smuts, whose name is associated with 
R-B in anthropological folklore, was a champion of the League and 
appears to have been a formative influence on it.
7pt_B went to Sydney from Cape Town. What I have been able to 
discover suggests that his political outlook in South Africa fore­
shadowed what was to be seen in Australia. On the one hand an 
impression is conveyed of a man standing at a distance, taking a 
detached aesthetic view of life, and perhaps rather disdainful of 
much in his surroundings. His address on "The functions of 
universities", delivered at the start of the new academic year, was 
reported at length in the Cape Times (16 March 1922). In it he 
championed liberal as distinct from professional education, telling 
the assembled students that "liberal knowledge is distinguished by its 
uselessness." Another address, this time on "Art and life", 
delivered to the South African Society of Artists, was also well 
covered by the Cape Times (5 June 1924). Presenting "art as a standard 
of civilization", R-3 quoted the Chinese maxim that "you can judge of 
a king by the state of dancing (or art) during his reign." The modern 
world was contrasted to its disadvantage with the ancient Greeks, 
Chinese and Japanese. Coming closer to the audience, "Cape Town, he 
continued, was a beautiful site, and yet what had been done with it?
It was largely a city of corrugated iron and slums." He told them 
that "in the task of building up a strong South African nation art 
would have to play a great part, and in that task the artist was of
as much importance-- perhaps of more importance---than the politician.1
It may finally be mentioned that R-B was one of eight signatories to 
a letter published in the Cape Times (l October 1924) oppos'*-nS the
proposed demolition of the Old Supreme Court-- "metaphorically as well
as literally the most outstanding building in Adderley Street". As 
you may know, what remains of this building is now the Culture History
8Museum. The other signatories to the letter were people well-known 
in artistic and intellectual circles in the Cape.
On the other hand, however, R—B became involved in practical 
affairs of the day. He was present at the inaugural meeting of 
the Cape Peninsula Native Welfare Society, and was elected to its 
executive committee as vice-chairman (Cape Times. 4 May 1922). This 
committee, numbering twenty persons, joined with the same number of 
"native members" to form the Joint Council, of which this account 
was published in the Cape Times (15 Kay 1923) on the occasion of 
the Society's first annual meeting:
The objects of the Society are to promote the moral, mental 
and material welfare of the native peoples of South Africa, 
to give lead to public opinion on the various aspects of the 
native question, to co-operate with other societies having 
the same and similar objects, and to induce co-operation, 
and promote understanding between the European and native 
people of South Africa.
The Joint Council held monthly meetings during the year...and 
discussed and took action in various important matters 
affecting our native people.
In June last the Joint Council passed a resolution deploring 
the great loss of life which occurred in connection with the 
Bondelswart rising, and recommending to Government the 
appointment of an impartial Commission to investigate and 
report upon the causes of the revolt, and the conduct of 
military operations...
The Native Urban Areas Bill was also carefully considered...
R-B's involvement in the mundane is also shown by his appearance as 
a witness before the Economic and Wage Commission (1925). The only
9professional anthropologist to give evidence, he achieved the 
distinction of being quoted at some length in both the majority and 
minority reports of the Commission. The South African Outlook had 
this comment on his evidence: "We are interested to see that Professor 
A. R. Radcliffe-Brown, of the Cape Town University, a recognised 
authority on social anthropology, agrees with the view so often put 
forward in the Outlook that South Africa should concentrate on 
increasing the earnings of her Native Population" (l December
1925, p. 266).
To conclude this section of my paper, R-B could be seen as
evolving from an ardent reformer attracted to revolutionary
solutions-- or at least to revolutionary thinkers---to a much more
modest and restrained political position. Throughout there is a very
strong aesthetic tendency, which was manifest to ’Watson and also in
Cape Town and Sydney, but which had been present far earlier, for
in his letter to Kroeber R-B stated that the fine arts had been one
of his two major interests as a boy (the other was natural science).
People of this tendency commonly take a view of life which is
though
detached and critical, / not critical in a sense which readily 
lends itself to political involvement. But against his detachment 
from life and admiration for a Chinese golden age must be set R-B's 
activity in support of the Native Welfare Society and the League 
of Nations. There is thus a certain complexity to the man's politics. 
Is it reflected in his views on the application of anthropology?
- II -
After Brown arrived in Perth in September 1910 he quickly became
10
known to local journalists, as did his colleagues on the expedition, 
Daisy Bates and Grant Watson. A long interview, which appeared in 
the West Australian (10 September 1910), afforded an opportunity to 
state his views on applied anthropology. Having compared Britain 
and her Empire unfavourably with the United States and Germany as 
regards support for research, Brown credited the Germans with 
realizing "that a knowledge of the customs of native races is 
necessary in dealing with them in the way either of government or 
of trade." But he was quick to dissociate himself from practical 
applications:
...the scientist does not concern himself with practical 
results. Ee simply inquires along the lines of the theories 
which suggest themselves to him. Practical results may, of 
course, follow. Hertz, in his experiments for instance, was 
not trying to invent wireless telegraphy. Still it was his 
studies in electricity which led the way to the discovery 
of wireless telegraphy.
At the end of the month Brown lectured before a large audience
presided over by the Governor of Western Australia. Though his aim
was mainly to explain anthropology and its view of the Aborigines, 
again
Brown once/touched on themes which recur in his later publications. 
By studying societies such as the Aboriginal one might be able to 
interpret the present and foretell the future. Many changes in our 
own society were being canvassed amidst predictions of catastrophe 
if the right thing were not done. But "the scientist had not yet 
been born who could tell what would happen if we made a particular 
change. We could only foretell the future if we had general laws." 
Anthropologists hoped to discover these laws and apply them, not
11
only to the Australian Aborigines "but to more developed societies”. 
What Brown meant by "application" appears to have been predict on 
of the consequences of deliberately introduced changes, e.g. the 
effects which medicine had on mortality rates or legislation had on 
social organization. It was perhaps because of the particular 
audience he was addressing that he gave this further example:
One of the most interesting Sociological Problems was presented 
by Australia, a large continent populated mainly along the 
coast by people who lived mostly in the towns. How would this 
abnormal sociological structure develop? The science was too 
young to try to give the key, but a problem was offered which 
the sociologist some day would tackle and endeavour to 
answer. For the means of answering such questions one had to 
go back to the study of mankind in the earliest days, and as 
he had endeavoured to show while we could not get back to 
our own ancestors except by examining their skulls and their 
drawings and their stone implements we could get back to 
them to some extent by studying the habits and customs of 
the aborigines of Australia...(West Australian, 3 October 1910)
Back in England Brown gave a course of ten lectures at Birmingham 
University in 1913-14* It was the University's response to Sir 
Richard Temple's plea, at the recent meeting of the British Association 
in Birmingham, for the formation there of a school of applied 
anthropology. Lecture 10 was announced in the programme under the 
tantalizing title "Sociology and contemporary social problems. The 
practical application of social anthropology." Unfortunately my set 
of newspaper reports of the lectures does not extend beyond the 
first few.
Nevertheless we probably get an idea of what he would have said 
m  Lecture 10 by considering the first. Announced as "The methods
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and aims of social anthropology", it was reported in the Birmingham 
Post (7 November I9I3) under the heading "Political value of 
applied anthropology". Before an audience which included Dir 
Richard Temple, Brown insisted that unscientific knowledge differed 
from scientific, first, in being unsystematic, and second, in 
being adapted immediately to practical needs. As in Perth a few 
years earlier he took pains to distance himself from such application. 
Scientific study must come first, and it should be of "races which 
were unlike ourselves, because amongst these races it would be 
quite obvious to /anthropology students/ from the beginning that 
they did not really understand them."
There were, Brown said, "journalists and writers who were prepared 
to make them a Utopia at a few days' notice. That theory was in 
conflict with any idea of scientific study. People had an idea that 
in order to produce a change in society it was only necessary for 
some inventive person to stand up and propagate a certain view which 
was then agreed to by a majority of the voters. They believed these 
changes took place because of their own free, reasonable action. He 
hoped to show them in his lectures that our reasons for things were 
often the excuses we made for our actions after we had done them...
The only difference between the sane and the insane was that the 
excuses of the insane were obviously absurd, whereas the excuses of 
the sane seemed to be all right until they came to examine them. 
(Laughter.)"
Brown suggested to his audience that social anthropology was valuable 
to those who came into contact with other peoples. Missionaries and 
administrators had made many blunders by failing to understand the 
people with whom they dealt, but this *as beginning to be recognized,
13
e.g. by the administrators of the Indian Empire. It appears from 
the report of the lecture that although Brown thought that the 
search for laws governing social institutions was best begun abroad, 
and that knowledge of people "who acted and thought in a different 
way" would assist administrators and missionaries in their work, he 
believed in bringing the knowledge home. Eis criticism of utopias 
and social contract theories suggests that, and also this passage: 
"Political reform in England at the present time was largely brought 
about by empirical experimentation, but they looked forward to the 
time when it might give way to well-directed effort actuated by 
principles which social anthropology might discover..." (Compare 
what Kropotkin taught young Brown-- see p. 2 above.)
If people in Perth or Birmingham had come hoping to hear instant 
solutions to social problems they must have gone away disappointed. 
It is to Brown's credit that, although keen to have anthropological 
research supported, perhaps by government funding of Bureaus of 
Ethnology along American lines, he resisted the temptation to make 
easy promises as to the benefits that might result. In addition, 
his insistence that social institutions were governed by laws which 
it was the task of the scientist to discover, and were not simply 
amenable to the wishes of reformers, may have displeased many in 
his audiences.
By the time he arrived in Cape Town, however, R-B (as he was 
becoming known) had acquired practical experience in a situation 
which was not classically colonial but at least was analogous to 
that faced by many missionaries and administrators. He spent two 
years in Tonga (I9I8—19) as Director of Education and Principal
14
of the Royal Tonga College, an institution with more than 200 
students. It would have been his first experience of Polynesians 
and, apart from a spell schoolmastering in Sydney while marooned 
there by the Gxeat War, his first experience in a professional role 
r'ther than that of the detached scientific inquirer. Unfortunately 
I have yet to learn anything more substantial about this episode 
in his career, and it may well be that no records have survived.
A. C. Haddon had written to General Smuts on 16 April 
1920, not long after R—B arrived in South Africa, urging the 
formation of an Ethnographical Bureau, first, to advance scientific 
knowledge, and second, to assist administrators by providing 
"authoritative information concerning the sociology, manners and 
customs, and religion of the various tribes"; Haddon warmly 
recommended Brown for the as yet non-existant position ("the most 
brilliant and experienced of the younger students turned out by 
the Cambridge School of Ethnology"). Haddon had correctly judged 
the South African interest in anthropological (and also linguistic) 
studies, though there is no reason to believe (contrary to what is 
sometimes alleged) that Smuts was responsible for R-B1s appoint­
ment to the chair of social anthropology. Indeed, the University 
of Cape Town Calendars from 1921 to 1924 included an introductory 
statement about the new School of African Life and Languages, in 
which we read that "South Africa looks to the rising generation for
those who are to occupy responsible positions in State departments
1
dealing with native affairs, and the establishment of the school 
now provides the necessary correlation between University work and 
preparation for native administration." As R-B was not appointed
15
until the middle of 1921 he could not have been responsible for 
this statement. Re would not, I think, have rejected it outright, 
but I wonder whether his address on "The functions of universities", 
delivered at the beginning of the 1922 academic year, the first in 
which social anthropology was taught, should not be read as an 
oblique comment on it.
Between 1921, the jear in which he took up his chair at Cape Town, 
and 1931| the year in which he resigned his chair at Sydney, R-B 
turned his mind to applied anthropology on a number of occasions, 
though often the lecture or paper had it only as a subsidiary 
theme. For example:
1921: "Social anthropology", his inaugural lecture at Cape Town;
1922: "Some problems of Bantu sociology”;
1924: "Science and native problems"
" "The mother's brother in South Africa";
1929t "Historical and functional interpretations of culture..."; 
1930: Editorial, in the first issue of Oceania;
1931; "Applied anthropology";
"The present position of anthropological studies".
Some of the points made in these writings and their relation to 
what has been said of R-B's thought earlier in this paper could 
perhaps be discussed during the seminar. In the meantime a 
statement from 1944 may usefully round off this section:
The recognition of applied social anthropology has certain 
very definite advantages and certain equally definite 
disadvantages. To mention only one of the latter, theoretical 
social anthropology is still in the formative stage. The 
demand on social anthropologists to spend too much of their
16
time on practical problems would inevitably reduce the amount 
of work that can be given to the theoretical side of the 
science. But without a sound basis in theory, applied 
anthropology must deteriorate and become not applied 
science, but merely empirical practice. (Radcliffe—Brown 
1958: 105-6).
- Ill -
Briefly to conclude, I would argue that considerable continuities 
exist between the early and late R—3 (note that for purposes of 
this paper "late R-3" covers the Cape Town-Sydney decade, i.e. 
1921-31). The continuities include tensions, and it is a moot 
question whether he resolved them, or even whether they are 
susceptible of resolution.
We can think of his commitment to natural science, first evident 
at school and reinforced, possibly by his elder brother (Herbert 
Radcliffe) and certainly by Kropotkin and no doubt such Cambridge 
mentors as Haddon and W. E. R. Rivers. The natural science approach 
led R-B to put a high value on the search for laws, without which 
application is impossible.
We can think also of his strong aesthetic leanings, similarly 
evident at school and shown in his mannerisms at Cambridge and his 
fondness for frequenting artistic and bohemian circles in Cape Town 
and Sydney. This leaning encourages detachment.
The combination of the two might be regarded as making applied 
anthropology both pointless (because our knowledge of laws is 
insufficient) and distasteful (because it requires attachment).
Yet R-B was under institutional pressure to facilitate the
17
application of anthropology, if only in the weak form of providing
administrators and missionaries with the understanding of foreign
customs and habits that might save them making too many bad
mistakes. This pressure was probably felt for the first time in
perhaps
Cape Town, and it existed also in Sydney, though/to a lesser extent. 
We cannot assume, however, that practical involvements were 
unwelcome to R-B, for otherwise how explain his work for the Native 
Welfare Society and the League of Nations?
As for his anarchism, which presumably led him to Kropotkin 
in the first place, this could be seen as sublimating itself into 
an extremely libertarian version of socialism and into a taste for 
the unconventional in behaviour and for the unusual or unpopular 
but defensible in opinion. It is hard to see how it could be 
reconciled with the applications of anthropology that many in his 
audiences and all of the institutional backers of the discipline 
would have wanted. No doubt he realized that, and reconciled himself 
to the irreconcilibility. Shall we leave the faithful Watson with 
the last word:
...had not Paul expressly asserted that law was not made for 
righteous man? Was this what Brown had meant when he said 
that Anarchy was sacred and ideal? As I walked back with the 
waves washing my naked feet I felt that something of the 
kind might be the truth, (p. 94)
18
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